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a b s t r a c t

The recently completed MESSENGER mission to Mercury has detected X-ray fluorescence events on the
nightside surface of the planet, induced by the precipitation of electrons. We expand upon previously
reported catalogues of such events, using a filter based on elemental fluorescence lines to construct a
catalogue covering the full five years of the MESSENGER mission. We find that the locations of the
majority of these events are ordered in two clear latitudinal bands on the dawn side of the planet centred
at �50°N and �20°S. Electron precipitation is implied to be either stable or occurring repeatedly on
timescales of up to several minutes, long in relation to characteristic times of the Mercury magneto-
spheric environment. Conversely, X-ray fluorescence events are observed on only �40% of MESSENGER
orbits, although we note that some events are inevitably lost during the filtering process. We suggest that
the regions of most intense precipitation are determined by the location of the relevant magnetic field
line footprints on the surface. We are able to place speculative limits on the energies of electrons pre-
cipitating in this manner based on fluorescence lines in the observed X-ray spectra. The poleward
boundaries of the regions of most intense precipitation are found to be collocated with the open-closed
field line boundary. We use a magnetic field model to trace field lines from these fluorescence sites to
implied locations of origin in the magnetotail.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEo-
chemistry, and Ranging) spacecraft was launched in August 2004
and achieved Mercury orbit on 18 March 2011 (Solomon et al.,
2007). The orbital mission at Mercury lasted four years, before the
spacecraft impacted the planetary surface on 30 April 2015. During
this time, significant advances have been made in our under-
standing of Mercury's environment.

MESSENGER's orbit was highly elliptical, with periapsis
(hp¼200–500 km) at low altitude over the north pole and
apoapsis high above the southern hemisphere (ha¼15 000 km,
τ¼12 h or ha¼12 750 km, τ¼8 h dependent upon mission phase).

The MESSENGER X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) was an X-ray fluores-
cence spectrometer consisting of three gas proportional counter (GPC)
detectors (Schlemm et al., 2007), using a balanced filter method (Adler
et al., 1972a,b) to separate the Kα fluorescence lines of the major rock-
r Ltd. This is an open access articl
forming elements Mg (1.25 keV), Al (1.49 keV) and Si (1.74 keV). One
GPC (GPC1-Mg) was equipped with a 4:5 μm Mg filter, the second
(GPC2-Al) with a 6:3 μm Al filter, and the third (GPC3-UN) was
unfiltered. The Mg and Al K-shell absorption edges (1.30 keV and
1.56 keV respectively) cause significant absorption within the respec-
tive filters across a small energy range. The differences between the
spectra recorded by each of the three GPCs can thus be used to
separate these three fluorescence lines.

XRS was nominally nadir-pointing with a 12° hexagonal field of
view (FOV) with a triangular transmission function as a function of
off-axis angle. XRS was paired with the Solar Assembly for X-rays
(SAX), a solar monitor consisting of a Si PIN diode mounted on the
spacecraft sunshield, used to monitor the incident X-ray spectrum
(Schlemm et al., 2007).

Results from MESSENGER orbital operations in 2011 included the
detection of X-ray fluorescence taking place on the nightside surface
of Mercury (Starr et al., 2012), which was attributed to the impact of
energetic particles on the planetary surface. Starr et al. (2012) char-
acterises the illuminating particles as electrons with a kappa dis-
tribution in energy peaking at 0:8oEo1:4 keV, and demonstrates
sensitivity to the composition of the surface, producing elemental
e under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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abundance estimates for Mg, Al, S and Ca. Here, we extend the cat-
alogue of nightside fluorescence events to cover the whole mission
and discuss the location of the fluorescence sites and the implica-
tions for processes within Mercury's magnetic field.
Fig. 1. Example XRS spectrum produced by electron-induced surface fluorescence,
observed at 15:23 UTC on 4 June 2012; the original data have been smoothed using
a top hat adjacent-averaging filter 23 bins in width. Si-Kα and Ca-Kα fluorescence
energies are indicated.
2. Identification and characterisation of surface sites of
electron-induced fluorescence

The existing catalogue of nightside electron-induced fluores-
cence events in 2011 was presented by Starr et al. (2012), who do
not state how the events in question were identified. We have
developed an automated filter to isolate candidate events over the
full MESSENGER mission from March 2011 to April 2015, based on
the detection of Si and/or Ca-Kα fluorescence from the unlit pla-
netary surface. This filter applies a series of criteria to each XRS
calibrated data record (CDR) as follows:

1. Rejects records with a low total count rate at any of the three
GPCs (o2 s�1 over whole spectrum).

2. Uses a peak finder (Dimeo, 2004) to check that there are more
than zero peaks in the GPC spectrum. If no peaks are found,
record is rejected.

3. Attempts a least-squares fit of a Gaussian curve to the GPC3
spectrum at 1.74 keV (Si-Kα).

4. If fitted peak has a maximum in the range 1:5oEo1:95 keV, a
width in the range 0:9oFWHMo1:4 keV and a coefficient of
determination R240:8 (all criteria are selected empirically),
then record is flagged as containing Si fluorescence.

5. If record is flagged, attempts to fit a peak to the GPC3 spectrum
at 3.69 keV (Ca-Kα).

6. If fitted peak has a maximum in the range 3:4oEo3:8 keV, a
width in the range 1:4oFWHMo1:8 keV and a coefficient of
determination R240:9 (all criteria are selected empirically),
then record is flagged as containing Ca fluorescence.

7. If evidence exists of instrumental self-fluorescence in the Mg
and Al filters (Mg/Al count rate at Mg/Al-filtered detector
elevated above Mg/Al count rate at unfiltered detector) record
is unflagged for both Si and Ca fluorescence.

8. If telemetry point FOV_STATUS (available in XRS CDR telemetry)
indicates the instrument footprint is sunlit or entirely off planet,
record is unflagged for both Si and Ca fluorescence. This is done
to reject both solar-induced X-ray fluorescence and observa-
tions from astrophysical X-ray sources.

Si fluorescence is an ideal criterion for the filtering process as
the energy required to excite it is low, and Si is expected to be
present on the surface in large quantities with a near-isotropic
distribution across the planet (Weider et al., 2015).

As described above we also produced a second catalogue based
on the detection of Ca-Kα fluorescence in order to isolate events in
which the illuminating flux is implied to contain a higher energy
component. As with Si, Ca should be ubiquitous on the surface of
the planet, with the average Ca/Si ratio being around 0.15,
although more variation in Ca concentration is expected (Weider
et al., 2015).

Fig. 1 shows an example spectrum collected by XRS at 15:23
UTC on 4 June 2012, with an integration time of 40 s. This record
was selected by both the Si and Ca fluorescence filters described
above. The spectra in Fig. 1 have been smoothed using a top hat
filter 23 bins (�880 eV) in width to match the energy resolution of
880 eV FWHM at the Fe-K line (Schlemm et al., 2007). The strong
Ca peak at 3.7 keV can be seen at all three GPCs, along with the
Mg/Al/Si peak complex at �1.2–1.8 keV, which is observed as a
single peak due to the energy resolution of the instrument. While
Mg and Al peaks at the Mg and Al filtered GPCs may be indicative
of self-fluorescence, the presence of a strong peak at the unfiltered
detector implies surface fluorescence, possibly from all three ele-
ments, although Si will usually be the strongest. Si/Mg/Al and Ca
are not present in the unfiltered detector in areas vulnerable to
self-fluorescence and thus we can be confident that their detection
here is due to surface fluorescence.

Here we define a fluorescence “event” as made up of one or
more contiguous “records” which are selected by the filter. Each
record represents a single XRS integration time, which can vary
between a minimum of 20 s and a maximum of 450 s depending
on orbit and solar activity. Each event can be several records long,
although the length of an event in terms of records does not
necessarily reflect its length in time due to this wide variation in
integration time.

The timestamps of records in the Si- and Ca-filtered electron-
induced fluorescence catalogues were used as inputs to an analysis
in SPICE (Acton, 1996), which retrieved the locations of the inter-
section of vectors describing the six corners of the XRS FOV, thus
locating the region of the surface contributing to the observed
fluorescence signal.

Subsequently, the spatial location of the XRS FOV on the pla-
netary surface for each event was used as an input to a magnetic
field model. A number of models of Mercury's magnetosphere
exist (e.g. Luhmann et al., 1998; Sarantos et al., 2001; Korth et al.,
2004; Alexeev et al., 2008). The magnetic field model used in this
study is the KT14 model (Korth et al., 2015). The KT14 model
consists of a number of modules, much like its counterparts made
for Earth's magnetosphere (e.g. Tsyganenko, 1995, 2002a,b, 2013;
Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005). The magnitude and morphology of
each of the modules, or field sources, has been determined
empirically and contained within a realistic magnetopause (Shue
et al., 1997; Johnson et al., 2012). The KT14 model enables the
tracing of field lines into the magnetotail without encountering
unrealistic O-lines (Korth et al., 2014) like those which are found in
the paraboloid model of Alexeev et al. (2008). This allows us to
map events observed in the magnetosphere along field lines to the
surface of Mercury, or from Mercury to a location within the
magnetosphere – such as the magnetic equatorial plane.

The KT14 model was used to trace the implied magnetic field
line associated with each fluorescence event back from its mag-
netic footprint (assumed to be collocated with the intersection of
the XRS boresight with the planetary surface at the time of the
event) to the magnetic equator. This analysis assumes that the
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fluorescence event took place in the centre of the footprint, and
that it was produced by electrons associated with a magnetic field
line with a gyroradius which is small relative to the size of the XRS
footprint; the latter assumption is reasonable given that gyroradii
of electrons in the energy range considered will be of the order
1 km given a surface magnetic field strength of 200 nT. Protons
and heavier ions are not considered for reasons discussed further
in Section 3.1.
3. Results and discussion

When extended to cover the primary and extended MESSEN-
GER mission fromMarch 2011 to April 2015, our catalogue consists
of 2048 fluorescence events, each consisting of one or more con-
secutive XRS records. In total the catalogue contains 3337 separate
XRS records occurring during 1259 separate orbits, i.e. during
approximately 40% of orbits with one or more records that satisfy
the pointing condition. The longest duration event in terms of
time is 2200 s (and 12 consecutive XRS records) long, while the
longest in terms of contiguous XRS records is 18 records (and
360 s) long. We specify the length in both records and time
because of the variable integration time of XRS; note that these
two maxima do not refer to the same event. The low spatial
resolution and long integration times mean that it is not possible
to definitively state whether the start and end of any specific
fluorescence event represent the start and end of a particle pre-
cipitation event or the movement of the instrument FOV over a
region in which precipitation is ongoing.

It is not practical to include the full catalogue here (for which
see supporting material). Table 1 summarises the frequency of
events by length in records and time, and (for events more than
one record in duration) by the range in latitude covered (the dif-
ference between the latitudes at the centre of the footprint for the
first and last record in the event).

For the nine months (March–December 2011) over which the
analysis presented here overlaps with the period considered by
Starr et al. (2012), the filter developed for this work selects many
more XRS records. Our filter selects 560 XRS records as opposed to
102 records identified over the same time period by Starr et al.
(2012). Of the 99 nightside records included in the catalogue
presented by Starr et al. (2012), 84 are replicated in our catalogue.
Table 1
Descriptive statistics of catalogues of nightside Si-Kα and Ca-Kα fluorescence
events. Note that the latitude range column excludes events that are one
record long.

Length
(records)

NSi NCa Length (s) NSi NCa Latitude range
(deg)

NSi NCa

1 1474 126 0–125 1420 137 0–3 190 16
2 288 25 126–250 430 46 3–6 164 8
3 127 5 251–375 23 3 6–9 95 1
4 74 1 376–500 101 11 9–12 41 3
5 29 1 501–625 40 2 12–15 24 1
6 31 0 626–750 1 0 15–18 20 1
7 6 0 751–875 12 0 18–21 11 2
8 7 0 876–1000 2 1 21–24 10 0
9 0 0 1001–1125 3 0 24–27 4 0
10 3 0 1126–1250 7 0 27–30 2 0
11 1 0 1251–1375 3 0 30–33 3 0
12 3 0 1376–1500 3 0 33–36 2 0
13 2 0 1501–1625 2 0 36–39 1 0
14 1 0 1626–1750 0 0 39–42 2 0
15 0 0 1751–1875 0 0 42–45 2 0
16 1 0 1876–2000 0 0 45–48 1 0
17 0 0 2001–2125 0 0 48–51 1 0
18 1 0 2125–2250 1 0 51–54 1 0
The remaining 15 records in the Starr catalogue immediately
precede and/or follow records identified in our catalogue and
probably represent continuations of the same fluorescent event.
The only discrete events in the Starr catalogue not replicated here
are from two events on 3 and 6 May 2011 during which the
instrument footprint was lit by the Sun and are thus excluded by
our filter.

The Ca-filtered event list is significantly shorter, consisting of
158 fluorescence events composed of 200 individual XRS records
and occurring during 124 separate orbits (3.9%). Comparison with
the Si-filtered catalogue therefore suggests that electron flux at or
above the Ca K-edge (4.04 keV) is approximately an order of
magnitude less frequent than flux at or above the Si K-edge
(1.84 keV). The longest Ca-filtered event in time is 900 s (and
2 XRS records) long, while the longest in contiguous XRS records is
5 records (and 500 s) long. The Ca-filtered catalogue replicates 23
of the 102 XRS records listed in the Starr catalogue (which due to
the filtering conditions described above are also replicated in the
Si-filtered catalogue).

We are therefore able to place some limits on the stability of
such events in time. Several fluorescence events are continuous
over relatively long timescales (19 events exceed 15 min in dura-
tion) with respect to the short characteristic timescales of the
Mercury magnetospheric system, with a Dungey cycle time of
�2 min (Slavin et al., 2010). However, we note that several indi-
vidual instances of precipitation could be observed as a single
fluorescence event, as the long (20–450 s) XRS integration time
means the time resolution of these measurements is poor.

3.1. Identification of the fluorescing agent

As the events under discussion occur on the nightside of Mer-
cury, direct illumination by solar X-rays can be immediately
eliminated as a possible exciting source. Instead, it seems rea-
sonable to presume that illumination by particles within the local
environment must be responsible. X-ray fluorescence can be
induced by any process which leads to inner shell ionisation of
atoms within the target (i.e. the planetary surface). On the night-
side surface of Mercury, we can limit the possible processes to
electron, proton, or heavier ion impact, the most probable being
electrons. For proton impact, the K-shell ionisation cross-section of
a target is much smaller at low energies; therefore, the required
proton energy to stimulate X-ray emission is much higher than
that of electrons. For example, the cross-section of Si for electrons
of 3.5 keV energy is approximately 8� 10�25 m2; the same cross-
section for proton impact implies an energy of �800 keV. Protons
of the required energy would have large gyroradii in the weak
Mercury magnetic field (41000 km at a local field strength of
50 nT and 90° pitch angle). Such a large gyroradius means that
these particles are more likely to be lost to the solar wind from the
magnetotail and are less likely to appear in groups precipitating at
the planetary surface. Furthermore, protons above the 25 keV
detection threshold of the EPS instrument have not been observed
in the Mercury magnetosphere (Ho et al., 2011a). The same argu-
ment applies, to an even greater extent, to heavier ions such as
Naþ , which have energies that have not been observed to exceed
13 keV (Raines et al., 2014), although modelling predicts Naþ ions
in the magnetotail with energies of up to 50 keV (Seki et al., 2013)
– at which energies the ionisation cross-section remains negligibly
low. Therefore, evenwere proton precipitation occurring, we could
reasonably expect electron-induced X-ray fluorescence to dom-
inate, meaning electrons become the most likely source of these
fluorescence events. This is consistent with the findings of Starr
et al. (2012) and the observations of suprathermal electrons by Ho
et al. (2011b) and Schriver et al. (2011).



Fig. 2. Maps of XRS footprint locations associated with XRS records containing electron-induced surface fluorescence in (a) latitude–local time and (b) cartesian (Y–ZMSO and
Y–ZMSM) coordinates. (c) and (d) show XRS footprint locations during events in which Ca is fluoresced in addition to Si. Grey scale indicates number of overlapping footprints,
scaled by count rate and size of footprint. Dashed lines show location of magnetic equator and modelled open-closed field line boundary.
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3.2. Surface mapping

Fig. 2 shows two projections of a map of XRS footprint locations,
plotting the locations associated with each record containing electron-
induced fluorescence as per both the Si-filtered (Fig. 2a and b) and Ca-
filtered (Fig. 2c and d) catalogues. Footprints with one or more corners
off the planet tend to be very large, and have been excluded for clarity.
The grey scale on the maps represents the number of overlapping
footprints at each location, scaled for both count rate and footprint
size, acting as an indication of the frequency of fluorescence-inducing
electron precipitation at these locations. In the southern hemisphere,
where MESSENGER orbited at high altitude, the XRS footprint is large
and thus spatial resolution is low. Therefore there is increased error in
the southern hemisphere in both surface location of each fluorescence
event and in the estimation of precipitation frequency, as footprints are
more likely to overlap and the integration time associated with each
footprint is much longer. Dashed lines on each map show the location
of the magnetic equator (ZMSO¼484711 km, Anderson et al., 2011)
and of the average open-closed field line boundary (OCB) predicted by
the magnetic field model of Korth et al. (2015), discussed further in
Section 3.4. Fig. 2b and d uses the Mercury Solar Orbital (MSO) and
Mercury Solar Magnetospheric (MSM) reference frames, as defined
within the relevant MESSENGER SPICE kernel (Turner and Nguyen,
2009), to project the same data. In the MSO frame, the origin is at the
centre of Mercury, the x-axis is positive sunward, the y-axis is aligned
with the Mercury orbital anti-velocity vector, and the z-axis makes up
the right handed set and approximately coincides with the planetary
spin axis. The MSM frame is identical except that the origin is dis-
placed 484 km in the þZ direction to account for the offset dipole.

The Si-filtered maps (Fig. 2a and b) show the locations of most
frequent surface fluorescence. The most frequent electron precipitation
at energies above the Si K-edge is found to be strongly asymmetric
about local midnight, but approximately symmetric about the mag-
netic equator. The distribution in latitude shows two well-defined
bands in the north and south, the poleward boundaries of which align
closely with the model OCB. The northern band is located in latitude
from approximately 35° to 65°N and extends from 0 h to 6 h local
time, although the boundary at 6 h may be imposed by the terminator
as records with footprints located here will no longer satisfy the filter
conditions. It is skewed from horizontal so that it shifts poleward as
local time increases. The band is approximately constant in width, at
10–15° latitude. The southern band, though more diffuse and variable
in width (presumably due to observation effects, e.g. larger instrument
footprints), likewise extends across the same range in local time and
moves poleward with increasing local time. It is not possible to
determine to what extent the north–south asymmetry in the shape
and extent of these regions is real as opposed to an effect of the
asymmetry in footprint size, and so we do not comment further on
this asymmetry here, although a similar asymmetry is expected given
the offset dipole. The shorter catalogue formed from events containing
higher energy fluorescence at the Ca line, when plotted in like manner,
produces footprints in a very similar pattern (Fig. 2c and d).

A frequency histogram of the Si-filtered boresight locations in lati-
tude (Fig. 3a) shows the two groups clearly; the southern group with a
maximum at �20°S and the northern group with a maximum at
�50°N, or �31° and �39° north and south of the magnetic equator
respectively. A similar histogram in local time (Fig. 3b) shows the strong
dawn–dusk asymmetry, with the highest frequency of events occurring
at a local time of approximately 03:00. Fig. 3c and d shows histograms
of the same locations for the Ca-filtered fluorescence catalogue.

We cannot exclude the possibility that some records that have been
rejected due to evidence of instrumental self-fluorescence could also
contain evidence of surface fluorescence. The processes inducing these
two sources of fluorescence are not mutually exclusive; therefore, a



Fig. 3. (a) Histogram of nightside Si surface fluorescence events by location of boresight vector in latitude ϕ; the location of the magnetic equator is shown. (b) Histogram of
nightside Si surface fluorescence events by location of boresight vector in local time. Dashed lines represent the same histograms if records containing instrumental self-
fluorescence are not filtered from the dataset. (c) and (d) are histograms of the same for Ca fluorescence events.
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dashed line shows the same histograms if no filtering for self-
fluorescence is conducted. It is clear that the inclusion of self-
fluorescence events would not significantly alter the conclusions of
this work.

It is important to note that spacecraft coverage of the nightside
surface is symmetric about local midnight, and the coverage of the
dusk side of the planet is comparable to that of the dawn side; that
is, the observed asymmetry in event locations is not a result of an
asymmetry in the surface coverage.

Coverage is also mostly symmetrical north–south, and hence
the observed northern and southern boundaries are independent
of coverage, with the exception of the poleward boundary of the
southern grouping (�50°S). Southward of this latitude, the XRS
footprint becomes very large, covering most of the planetary sur-
face and also including deep space (and so the footprints are
excluded from the above plots). For this reason, it is difficult to
definitively identify the southern boundary of this grouping as real
(and thus probably associated with the southern OCB).

We see no significant seasonal trend in the frequency of
fluorescence events, although we note that, given the nature of
this data set, it is not possible to isolate real seasonal variation due
to effects such as solar activity, reconnection rate or solar wind
forcing from other effects that may be expected to vary with the
same or similar period, including the rotation in the plane of
MESSENGER's orbit, the XRS integration time, and instrument
temperature.

Walsh et al. (2013) use the magnetic field model of Alexeev
et al. (2008, 2010) to predict the trajectories of 34 keV electrons
injected at the magnetic equator at local midnight with start
positions in the range �1:05RM4XMSM4�1:65RM and an iso-
tropic pitch angle distribution from 0° to 180°. Of the modelled
electrons which precipitate at the surface, the distribution in
latitude is very similar to that observed in the nightside fluores-
cence events found in this study. Fig. 4 reproduces the latitude
histogram of fluorescence event locations from Fig. 3a in grey, with
the histogram of predicted electron precipitation events from
Walsh et al. (2013) overlaid in black. The locations of both dis-
tributions are very similar, but the intensities and widths vary; in
particular, the observed relative intensities in north and south are
opposite to those predicted. Note, however, that the nature of the
XRS catalogue discussed here means that neither of these quan-
tities are described well in the southern hemisphere. Furthermore,
the energy of the electrons inducing the nightside fluorescence
events is only required to be above 1.84 keV (the Si K-edge), as
opposed to the modelled electrons which have a much higher
energy of 34 keV. Walsh et al. (2013) do not discuss the distribu-
tion of the modelled precipitation of electrons in local time.

3.3. Frequency and duration of events

Electron precipitation, at least at energies above the Si K-edge,
does not appear to be a steady-state process as it is observed
during only �40% of MESSENGER orbits where pointing condi-
tions are satisfied. Conversely, we observe events over several
consecutive XRS records, which imply prolonged precipitation
over timescales of several minutes or separate events taking place
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within the same integration period. Obviously, it is not possible
using this technique to detect electron precipitation at energies
below the lower detection threshold of XRS, and we therefore
Fig. 4. Plotted in grey is a histogram of Si-filtered nightside surface fluorescence
events by location of XRS boresight vector in latitude ϕ; overlaid in black is a
histogram of predicted locations of precipitation for 34 keV electrons injected at
the antisunward equator, from Walsh et al. (2013).

Fig. 5. (Top) Plot in X–YMSM space of locations of surface fluorescence events with associ
in the Ca filtered catalogue; left panel shows events taking place in the northern hemisp
closed magnetic field lines, while dashed light grey lines are open. Dark grey dots indic
line the equatorial OCB. (Bottom) Heat map in X–YMSM space of equatorial footprints as
cannot speculate on the frequency (or otherwise) of electron
precipitation below this threshold, but it is not unreasonable to
propose that it may be present.

3.4. Magnetic field modelling

Fig. 5 shows the field lines traced from the locations of the
events in the Ca-filtered catalogue which lie north of the magnetic
equator – the shorter data set is used for clarity. As Fig. 3 shows,
the distribution in location in the Ca-filtered catalogue is repre-
sentative of the distribution of the Si-filtered catalogue. Fig. 5 also
shows a heat map of the locations of the intersection with the
magnetic equator of the field lines traced from the locations of all
events in the Si catalogue where these field lines are closed (as
open field lines will not intersect the equator). This represents the
exclusion of 11.5% of events in the north and 18.1% of events in the
south. These figures use the MSM coordinate system described in
Section 3.2.

The OCB predicted by this model lies along the poleward
boundaries of the strongest groupings of the observed fluores-
cence events, and the majority (72%) of the locations of fluores-
cence events map to closed rather than open magnetic field lines.
The fluorescence events which take place in the open field line
region do not exhibit any clear spatial distribution compared to
ated field lines from an average magnetic field model. Surface events are the events
here, right panel those in the southern hemisphere. Solid dark grey lines represent
ate equatorial footprints. Solid black line indicates the magnetopause, dotted black
sociated with each event.
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those within the boundary. We note that due to the short time-
scales of processes within the Mercury magnetosphere and the
comparatively long integration time of XRS, field lines that are
open in the average model may have been closed during some part
of the associated fluorescence event. Fig. 5 shows that the great
majority of closed field line events originate within the dawnside
magnetotail. Very few of the field lines extend as far as the
equatorial OCB (shown as dotted lines in Fig. 5), although this is
does not rule out the interpretation that electron injection occurs
at reconnection sites in the tail, since the newly closed field lines
will convect rapidly planetward on timescales comparable to the
integration time of XRS.

Anderson et al. (2014) report Region 1 like field-aligned cur-
rents observed near the poles, detected through magnetic field
perturbations in magnetometer data. As at Earth, these are aligned
such that electrons flow towards the planet on the duskside and
away from the planet on the dawnside. A Region 2-polarity cur-
rent, which would be of opposite polarity and lie equatorward of
Region 1 (e.g. Iijima and Potemra, 1978), would therefore involve
the flow of electrons toward the planet on the dawnside. Anderson
et al. (2014) do not observe a Region 2-like current in the magnetic
field data, and speculate that “plasma convecting sunward from
the nightside magnetosphere may impact Mercury's surface before
it produces [Region 2] currents”. The results presented here pro-
vide support for this idea, with electrons of energy above 1.8 keV
precipitating at the dawnward surface. However, we note that
particles forming a true Region 2 current may be of too low an
energy to be detected by this method, and these results do not
preclude the existence of such a current.

The results from our analysis support the conclusion that
energetic electrons accelerated in the tail at a near-Mercury X-line
are trapped on closed plasma sheet field lines. These lines convect
sunward in a gradient-curvature drift process somewhat similar to
that seen at Earth and other magnetised planets in the formation
of the ring current, while electrons preferentially drift towards
local dawn. A recent study by Baker et al. (2015) has provided
evidence that electrons in a narrow energy band may complete a
full drift orbit; however the majority of electrons that generate the
observed X-ray fluorescence must have greater energies and
therefore precipitate onto the planetary surface. Such a process
could produce the pattern we observe – the dawn–dusk asym-
metry being due to the drift of electrons towards dawn and pro-
tons towards dusk. Some proton-induced fluorescence at dusk
may be expected, but at a much lower level than electron-induced
fluorescence. The distribution in latitude simply reflects the areas
in which closed magnetic field lines intersect the surface – the
poleward boundary represents the projection of the open-closed
field line boundary onto the planetary surface. Precipitation does
occur in the open field line region as well as on the dusk side of
the planet, but this is both less frequent and without apparent
ordering. Due to the short timescales associated with processes in
the Mercury magnetosphere, the process we describe would be
completed rapidly – e.g. 2–4 minutes (Walsh et al., 2013; Baker et
al., 2015) – and thus the longer events in our catalogue may
represent multiple serial occurrences of the reconnection–con-
vection–precipitation process that occur within a single XRS
integration time.
4. Conclusions

We have discussed the development of a filter which identifies
the locations of electron-induced fluorescence on the nightside
surface of Mercury, extending the analysis described by Starr et al.
(2012). These locations, when plotted on the planetary surface in
latitude–local time space, form clear groupings which are strongly
asymmetric in local time (dusk–dawn) and strongly symmetric in
latitude about the magnetic equator. The location of the fluores-
cence events in latitude agrees well with electron precipitation
predictions made by Walsh et al. (2013) for electrons injected at
the nightside magnetic equator.

Using a magnetic field model derived from that of Korth et al.
(2015) we have tracked the implied origin site for the precipitating
electrons assuming motion along magnetic field lines. The origin
sites are concentrated in the dawnside magnetotail. The majority
of the events track to closed field lines, with the northern open-
closed field line boundary estimated by the model aligning closely
with the northern boundary of fluorescence events on the surface.

Fluorescence events are only detected during some 40% of
MESSENGER orbits. The events are therefore not generated by a
steady-state process, but where events are not detected it is not
possible to determine whether this is due to a simple absence of
precipitating electron flux or due to a precipitating flux with
energies too low to excite Si fluorescence in the surface. The latter
scenario is supported, although indirectly and not conclusively, by
the steep electron energy spectrum implied by the greatly lower
incidence of events containing Si and Ca fluorescence versus those
containing Si fluorescence alone.

The observed regions of intense electron-induced surface
fluorescence are consistent with the interpretation of Anderson
et al. (2014), who detect Region 1 polarity currents using mag-
netometer data, but suggest that no Region 2-like current is
observed because plasma convecting sunward from the nightside
impacts the surface of the planet before producing a Region
2 current. Ho et al. (2011b) and Lawrence et al. (2015) have
described the detection of 1–10 keV electrons on closed field lines
within the magnetosphere using XRS and the MESSENGER neu-
tron spectrometer respectively, which may represent observations
of the same population before they reach the planetary surface
and precipitate.

The ESA/JAXA BepiColombo Mercury orbiter (Benkhoff et al.,
2010), which will be operating at Mercury in 2024–2025, and
MIXS, the imaging X-ray spectrometer on board (Fraser et al.,
2010) will be able to address some of these open questions. The
BepiColombo MPO orbit is much lower in altitude in the southern
hemisphere than MESSENGER's, and is symmetric about the pla-
netary equator, allowing better characterisation of the location of
surface fluorescence events in the south. MIXS will be able to
observe the same fluorescence events, but can also detect O-Kα
and Fe-Lα fluorescence at 525 eV and 705 eV respectively. It will
therefore be able to detect fluorescence even when the energy of
the precipitating electron flux does not exceed the Si K-edge,
which will allow us to make a much more complete character-
isation of the energy spectrum of the electron population. Fur-
thermore, the Mercury Electron Analyzer, part of the Mercury
Plasma Particle Experiment (Saito et al., 2010) suite of instruments
on board BepiColombo MMO, will be able to directly detect eV to
keV energy electrons, allowing much more complete character-
isation of the electron environment near Mercury.
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